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ABSTRACT 
The spectral absorption coefficients of neutral and singly ionized carbon 
nitrogen, and oxygen atoms a re  presented. The continuum contributions 
resulting from bound-free and free-free transitions a re  presented in 
terms of an effective cross section summed over all permissible initial 
and final states. These effective continuum cross sections a re  tabulated 
spectrally over a frequency range 0.25 eV 5 hv 5 20 eV for temperatures 
in the range 3,000"K to 24,000"K at 1,000"K intervals. The discrete, 
i. e.  line. contributions resulting from bound-bound transitions a re  pre- 
sented in terms of tabulations of absorption f-numbers for all significant 
transitions (multiplet, supermultiplet, and transition arrays).  Electron 
impact (half) half-widths and line shifts for Lorentzian line shapes a re  
tabulated for all significant transitions for temperatures in the range 
2,500"K to 25,000"K. 
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The ability to predict radiant energy transfer is essential in the study of shock-heated 
plasma flows. In the case of bodies entering planetary atmospheres at high velocities 
(roughly greater than 10 km/sec) , radiation transport is significant in determining the 
shock-layer structure and surface energy transfer. A knowledge of the frequency- 
dependent absorption properties of the constituent species is required in these quan- 
titative studies of radiation transport. 
Theoretical methods for calculating the spectral absorption coefficients of atomic 
plasmas of light elements a r e  now well  developed (Ref. 1). These methods have been 
applied previously to opacity calculations for nitrogen and oxygen atoms (Ref. 2) and 
recently to carbon atoms. The results of this work a re  summarized in this report 
in terms of detailed tabulations of spectral absorption coefficient data for neutral and 
singly ionized carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms? These atoms, along with hydro- 
gen, for which the requisite spectral data are available (Refs. 1 and 4), a re  likely to 
be the dominant atomic species in planetary entry problems or  problems involving 
surface mass injection from hydrocarbon-based ablation heat shields. Hence, this 
report provides a necessary counterpart to existing tabulations of molecular opacities 
of H,  C, N, and 0 mixtures. (See, for example, Refs. 5, 6, and 7.) 
For atomic systems , photon absorption results from the interaction of free-free, 
bound-free, and bound-bound electron transitions with the radiation field. The first 
two processes give rise ta a continuous variation of absorption coefficient with photon 
*The standard spectroscopic notation of representing the ionized state of an atom by 
a Roman numeral following the atomic symbol (Ref. 3) is used in this report. 
Hence, the neutral nitrogen atom is written NI, the singly ionized nitrogen atom 
NII, etc. 
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frequency, while the latter process in principle occurs only at a discrete photon fre- 
quency and gives r ise  to line absorption. The absorption coefficient for species k 
can be written as (Ref. 2) 
where N k  is the number density for lower state i 
(hv) (1 .1)  
k 
11 
of species k ,  and u.. (hv) is the 
frequency dependent* cross section for photon absorption resulting from a transition 
from state i to j of species k. Following common practice, the continuum absorp- 
tion coefficient is presented separate from the line absorption coefficient; in Section 2 
we discuss the calculation of free-free and bound-free cross sections, and in Section 3 
the calculation of bound-bound cross sections. 
Both the effective bound-free cross sections introduced in Section 2 and line width 
calculations discussed in Section 3 rest upon the assumption of local thermodynamic 
equilibrium at a specified temperature. Accordingly, data are presented at selected 
temperatures in the range from 3000°K to 24,000"K. It is intended that the data tabu- 
lated in this report will be adequate for radiation transport problems in which the 
local temperature is less than 24,000"K (kT - 2 eV). Using this temperature as a 
guide, cross sections for photon frequencies covering a range of 0 . 2 5  to 20 e V  are 
tabulated. The lower frequency limit is set by limitations on the bound-free continuum 
absorption coefficients. These limitations result from uncertainties in the populations 
of the very high excited states without proper accounting of plasma interactions. How- 
ever, the lower limit of 0 . 2 5  eV will be adequate for the large class of radiation trans- 
port problems where little energy is transported at frequencies lower than 0.25 eV. 
The upper frequency limit reflects the fact that for a blackbody source at a tempera- 
ture of 2 eV,  over 99 percent of the total radiated power is emitted at frequencies 
below this upper limit. 
*Throughout this report, the unit of frequency used is the energy unit hv in electron- 
volts (eV). In addition, it will often be convenient to express temperature as an 
energy unit kT in electron-volts, k being the Boltzmann constant, 8.6170 x 10-5 
eV/"K. 
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Tahulstions of the spectral absorption properties of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen 
atoms are  given in Section 4. 
tinuum cross section. The second set of tables lists the line transitions and the 
corresponding transition f-numbers + 
and the temperature dependent electron impact half-width and line center shift for 
these transitions. 
The first set of tables presents the total effective con- 
The final set of tables lists the line transitions 
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Section 2 
CONTINUUM ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS 
2.1  THEORETICAL METHODS 
The continuum absorption coefficient is determined from the general expression 
i, j i', j' 
where 
sulting from an electron transition from bound state i to a free state k ; and similarly, 
f-f 
u., (hv) is the frequency-dependent cross section for photon absorption resulting 
1 9 J  
from an electron transition from free state i1 to free state jl? 
(hv) is the frequency-dependent cross section for photon absorption re- 
1, j 
The bound-free and free-free transitions for each atomic state i can be summed over 
all accessible final states. Thus, 
u. (hv) = c ui, j(hv)  
j 
1 
There are far too many states i for the complex atoms of interest to tabulate detailed 
ai (hv) values for each individual state. Instead, an effective total continuum cross 
section is tabulated for each species k as defined by 
i 
where Nk is the total number density of species k. 
*The free state of an electron considered for photon absorption is the state of a paired 
electron-ion system with the electron in the continuous spectrum of energy levels. 
Hence, the free-free absorption coefficient is calculated in terms of a specific 
electron-ion pair. 
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Only under local thermodynamic equilibrium, where the relative populations of states 
N i/N are  uniquely specified by the local temperature, can the summations in 
Eq. (2.2) be evaluated in a reasonable manner. Hence, the effective cross-section 
data in this report are restricted to systems in local thermodynamic equilibrium and 
are tabulated a t  selected temperatures. 
k k  
Armstrong and his co-workers have developed a computer code (PIC) for calculating 
bound-free (photoionization) cross sections for the states of nitrogen and oxygen 
atoms (Ref. 2). To the authors' knowledge, this work is the first systematic calcula- 
tion of bound-free cross sections using nonhydrogenic theory for the large number of 
states necessary to determine detailed spectral absorption coefficient data. The 
tabulated effective continuum cross-section data presented for nitrogen and oxygen 
are taken directly from these detailed photoionization calculations together with free- 
free cross sections calculated according to the theory outlined below. A summary of 
the theory underlying the PIC code (described in detail in Ref. 2) is also presented 
below. 
Similar detailed photoionization cross-section calculations are not available for car- 
bon atoms. Biberman (Ref. 8) has developed a method for calculating continuum cross  
sections of complex atoms (both bound-free and free-free) using an approximate 
version of the basic Burgess-Seaton theory underlying the Armstrong calculations. 
Biberman's method was  used to calculate the continuum cross  sections for carbon 
which are tabulated in this report. It should be noted that the approximate theory 
agrees well  with the detailed Armstrong results. Hence Biberman's formulae pro- 
vide closed-form expressions which a re  quite convenient in radiation transport 
calculations. 
6 
2.1. 1 Full Numerical Calculation of Continuum Cross Sections 
The cross sections for the individual states are of the form 
(T b-f (hv) = (T. b-f (hv) for hv 1 hvi T i 1 
b -f 
(T (hv) = 0 i 
for hv < hvi T 
where the threshold frequency for each bound state h v T  depends on the ionization 
energy of that state. In the frequency range of interest, the primary contributions to 
the effective cross section come from the near-threshold regions of the contributing 
states. A theory for near-threshold transitions has been developed by Burgess and 
Seaton (Ref. 9). They present the photoionization cross sections of the individual 
states in the parameterized form 
where the dimensional constant go is given by 
where fi is the effective quantum number defined by 
and where the quantities C , (L'),  G 
expressions given in Ref. 9. The normalization factor g(5) and the phase shift 
J, and y were obtained from tables or analytic JY PL" 
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b(L ' ,  E) were estimated from information on the bound states of the ion.* The quantity 
X i  is the ionization energy of the ith state. 
In principle, one can use Eq. ( 2 . 3 )  and tables of populations to evaluate Eq. (2 .2)  
directly. In practice, this is quite difficult (and unnecessary) due to the very large 
number of states involved. The approach taken in the present calculation was to 
include the low-lying states separately, then to progressively lump the higher lying 
states into approximately equivalent states of the properly averaged (quantum mechani- 
cally) energies. Burgess-Seaton cross sections were used for the low-lying states; 
hydrogen-like cross sections taken from the work of Karzas and Latter (Ref. 10) were 
used for the high-lying states. The states included and the energies assigned to them 
are given in Table 2-1. 
The populations of the states were taken from the work of Gilmore (Ref. 11). The 
population ratios (f/"k) were taken to be density independent and assumed a maxi- 
mum principal quantum number of 8. A considerably larger number of states were 
included in the photoionization calculation than were considered by Gilmore. Thus, 
Gilmore's states were split into component states (as required) according to the statis- 
tical weights of the component states. The energy of each component state was taken 
to be the same as that of Gilmore's original state. 
The cross section of each state was evaluated at energies of 0,  1, 2, 4 ,  8 ,  10,  and 
20 eV above its threshold frequency. These data were then stored on tapes. At a 
given frequency, the cross sections of the contributing states were obtained by 
logarithmic interpolation between stored values. They were then weighted by the 
appropriate population and summed to obtain the effective cross section. 
The effective cross section $-f for free-free transitions of electrons in the field of 
positive ions of charge Z 3. 1 can be written as (Refs. 12, 13) 
*The reader is referred to Ref. 2 for the details of this calculation. 
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Table 2-1 
ATOMIC STATES OF NITROGEN AND OXYGEN ATOMS 
Nitrogen 
State 
8 2 2 9  4 s  
2D 
2p5 2P 
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3s  l D  
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3 p l P - F  
3d%-G 
3dlS-G 
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2p3 (4s) 3s 5s 
38 3 s  
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3s l D  
3p3P-F 



























282 p2 (4P) 5-8 
(2D)5-8 
(2S) 5-8 
2 9  (4s) 5 -8 
(2D) 5 -8 
282 2p (2P) 5s 
(2P) 5 -8 
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zS2zp4 3~ 78 
1D 15868.5 
1s 33793.1 
2 ~ 2 2 ~ 5  3 P  126308 
2p6 1s 277008 
zS2 zP3 (4s) 3s 5s  74905.3 
3s 3 s  74905.3 
3p 5 P  87382.0 
3p 3 P  87382.0 
3d 5D 97445.9 





(2D) 3s  3D 101526 
381D 101526 
3p3P-F 113604 
3p IP-F 113604 
3d3S-G 123943 
3d IS-G 123943 




(2P) 3s  3P 114419 









State EnerY State 
(cm- ) 
3 s l D  258008 2s 2p4 zP 212656 
3p3P-F 282 2p2 (3P) 3 s 4 P  185408 
3p1P-F 2P 189014 
3d 3S -G 3p2S-D 209215 
3d1S-G 3d4S-D 232570 
4s  268008 3d2P-F 232570 
4P 45 239356 
4d 4P 246867 
4f 4d 255014 
(2s) 3s  3 s  287009 4f 255940 
38% (ID) 38 'D 206979 
3p3P  3p2P-F 229905 
3 p l P  3d %-G 252579 
3d 3D 48 272938 
48 298009 4d 
4P 4f 
4d (IS) 3s 2s  226858 
4f 3p2P  250259 
(2P) 38 3P 304009 3d 2D 275960 
3s IP  48 296009 
3p lS-D 4d 
3d'P-F 28 2p3 (5s) 38% 249238 
4s  314009 3s 4 s  249238 
4P 3p6P  270209 
4d 3p4P  270209 
4f 3d 6D 293109 
2 8 2 2 ~ ~  (4s) 5s 105403 3d 4D 293109 
5P 46 313010 
5d 4P 
5f 4d 
3d ID 4P 












(2D) 3e 3D 
3p 3s-D 
5g 4f 




















273000 6g -h 
303000 
320000 (ID) 5-8 
(IS) 5-8 
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~~ - ~~ ~ 
where Ne and N E  are  the number densities of the free electrons and the 2 th 
coefficient, Kz , is given by 




free electrons. The quantity CIJ is the wave number in cm , and m is the mass 
of an electron; the other physical quantities are in standard notation. 
is the Gaunt factor averaged over the Boltzmann velocity distribution of the 
-1 
The Gaunt factor has been calculated by Karzas and Latter (Ref. 10) as a function of 
the dimensionless parameters u and y2 where 
u = hv/kT 
2 h R y  
kT y2 = (Z + 1) 
and Ry is the Rydberg constant. 
The effective cross section 8-f (hv) defined by Eq. (2.4) is derived for an electron- 
ion pair N , NE+'. It is convenient to relate the number density of electron-ion pairs 
k 
e 0 
to the number density of the parent atom, N t  . In this manner, the free-free cross 
sections can be assigned to the parent atom and tabulated a s  part of the total continuum 
cross  section for that atom. Assuming ionization equilibrium? the Saha equation 
(Ref. 4) yields 
*The assumption of ionization equilibrium is more stringent, of course, than the 
assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium and hence places an additional 
restriction on the use of the tabulated data. 
11 
Z Z where X and Qk (T) a re  the ionization energy and partition function, respectively, - -  
ZL+l of the parent atom, and Qk 
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) into Eq. (2.3) and rearranging slightly yields the desired cross 
section, 
(T) is the partition function of the ion. Substituting 
2 z + l  z 
Q Z  
-19 T Q s-X /kT - of-f(hv) = 1.26 x 10 g ( u , y )  k (2.7) 
where the numerical coefficient has been evaluated from physical constants. 
Equation ( 2 . 7 )  has been evaluated at each frequency and temperature and for each 
atom considered. The partition functions were taken from Gilmore's report (Ref. 11) 
and are  consistent with the occupation numbers used in the PIC code calculation (maxi- 
mum quantum number of 8). 
(Ref. 3) .  Each Gaunt factor was obtained from the two-dimensional array given by 
Karzas and Latter by linear interpolation on the logarithm of its independent variables. 
The ionization energies were taken from Moore's tables 
2 . 1 . 2  Approximate Theory of Biberman 
Biberman and Norman (Ref. 8), using the quantum defect method, have devised an 
approximate theory for continuum cross sections (including both bound-free and free- 
free transitions) of complex neutral and ionized atoms. The resulting equations have 
the virtue of simplicity, being as simple as  the old hydrogenic expressions, but a r e  
considerably more accurate, 
The energy levels of a complex atom (for both the bound and free electron states) a r e  
divided into two groups: Group A ,  for which the azimuthal quantum number 1 5 2 ; 
Group B, for which L > 2 .  The cross section for states belonging to Group B a re  
considered hydrogenic; those belonging to Group A are calculated using an approxi- 
mation to the quantum defect method. Define a quantity t(hv , T) for Group A levels as  
12 
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is obtained using the hydrogenic cross sections. hyd . where the quantity b(hu, T)] 
The function 5 (hu , T) is the same for both bound-free and free-free transitions, 
Calculated values for 5 (hv, T) for a number of interesting light elements a re  presented 
in Ref. 8. In particular, for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms (neutral and ionized), 
( is found to be independent of temperature. For all temperatures, therefore, ((hu) 
is given by the single frequency function plotted in Fig. 2-1. The scaled frequency 
variable hv/Z (where Z is the charge on the residual ion) is used in Fig. 2-1, which 
allows [(hv) for ionized atoms to be shown on the same scale. 
I 
I 
In addition to accounting for the nonhydrogenic behavior of the cross sections, Biberman 
showed that the effects of the increased term structure (both multiplet structure and 
displaced terms) for a complex atom with several valence electrons can be accounted 
for by a factor r = 2Qk 
ion and Q 
I 
is the partition function of the residue z + l  z + l  /Qf . Again, Q, 
Z 
k is the partition function of the parent atom. 
Using the ideas briefly described above, the following expressions for the effective 
continuum cross section for a particular species k are  derived in Ref. 8: 
(2. sa) 
tll"l lower states, i 
(2.8b) 
The limiting frequency hvk corresponds to the lowest excited state above wnich the 
sum over states required by Eq. (1.1) can be replaced by an integration. Its selection 
must be based on the term structure of the particular atom under consideration, bearing 
in mind that it should be valid for all L levels of Group A .  For frequencies greater 
than hv 
greater than hv 
g 
bound-free transitions from low-lying states having an ionization energy 
g '  
but less than or equal to hv must be included specifically. 
g 
13 
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The cross sections for the relatively small number of individually included states 
[ see Eq. (2. sa)] can be taken from detailed calculations without any significant 
complication of the approximate method. Moreover, by using relatively exact cross 
sections for the lower states, the absorption coefficient thus obtained is accurate in 
the important spectral region where the large photoionization edges occur. 
The validity of Biberman's method has been checked by comparing cross sections for 
neutral nitrogen atoms as calculated from Eqs. (2. sa) and (2.8b) with the detailed 
data of Armstrong et al. This comparison is shown in Figs. 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 for 
temperatures of 10,000" , 15,000" , and 20,000"K. It should be noted that the cross 
sections for the low-lying states considered individually in Eq. (2.8b) have been taken 
directly from Armstrong's results. Hence, agreement at high frequencies (hv > hv ) 
g 
is effectively guaranteed. However, at low frequencies, where many important 
states contribute to the summation in Eq. (1. l), the approximate theory provides 
accurate closed-form expressions for the continuum cross section. 
2. 1 . 2  Photoionization Edge Shifts 
The continuum cross-section data tabulated in Section 4 have not been corrected for 
plasma interactions. It is possible to account for such corrections in an approximate 
manner, thus avoiding tabulation of cross sections (for all temperatures) over a range 
of density values. The principal result of plasma interactions as f a r  as continuum 
cross sections a re  concerned is a shift in the photoionization edges to lower fre- 
quencies. Armstrong (Ref. 14) has shown that, in the temperature and density range 
of interest, the shift is a result of merging of the higher bound state energy levels.* 
He shows that the frequency shift (in eV) is given by 
-6 N2/7 4.71 x i0 e A(hv) = 
(kT ) 1'7 
*A further discussion of the advance of the series limit is given in Ref. 1. 
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T = 15,000"K 
ARMSTRONG E T  AL. (REF. 2) 
---- BIBERMAN (REF. 8) 
I 1 I 1 I I 
4 8 12 16 20 24 2 
PHOTON FREQUENCY, hv(eV) 
Fig. 2-3 Total Effective Continuum Cross  Sections for Neutral  Nitrogen Atoms, NI, 
T = 15,000"K 
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T = 20,000"K 
ARMSTRONG ET AL.  (REF. 2) 
----- BIBERMAN (REF. 8) 
I- 
- 
4 8 12  16 20 24 28 
PHOTON FREQUENCY, hv(eV) 
Fig. 2-4 Total Effective Continuum Cross Sections for Neutral Nitrogen Atoms, Nz. 
T = 20,000"K 
The effect of the shift at the lower frequencies where the photoionization edges are 
smeared out is to increase the effective continuum cross section by a factor of 
exp [A(hv)/kT] . Thus, in  Biberman's approximate theory, Eq. (9a) of Ref. 8,  this 
exponential factor is introduced. At the higher frequencies, the contribution from the 
high-lying states is unaffected [the first term in Eq. (9b)l; however, the photoioniza- 
tion from edges of the individually calculated low-lying states [the second term in 
Eq. (9b)l must be shifted to lower frequencies by the amount A(hv) . This edge shift 
at higher frequencies is significant in radiation transport calculations. 
2 .2  TABULATED DATA ON TOTAL EFFECTIVE CONTINUUM CROSS SECTIONS 
Tables 4-1 through 4-6 present the total effective continuum cross section for neutral 
and singly ionized atoms of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen at various temperatures. 
Each table lists the following data: the spectral frequency (i. e. , photon energy) in 
electron volts; the spectral wavelength in Angstrom units; under a specified tempera- 
ture value in OK, a list of the total effective continuum cross section in square centi- 
meters. 
between 3000°K a d  24,000"K in 1000°K intervals. 
For each species, cross-section data are presented for temperatures 
1 9  
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Section 3 
LINE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS 
3 . 1  THEORETICAL METHODS 
The line contribution to the absorption coefficient arises when a photon is absorbed 
as the result of a bound-bound electron transition of the atomic system. Unlike the 
continuous contribution where an absorption cross section at  a given photon energy 
is determined, the discrete contribution is determined in terms of the total probability 
for absorption integrated over all photon energies (Refs. 4 and 15) ,  
(3.1) 
where f nn’ 
f-number ) . 
is a dimensionless (absorption) oscillator strength (i. e. , the so-called 
Armstrong et al. (Ref. 2) have calculated multiplet, supermultiplet, and transition 
a r ray  f-numbers for transitions in neutral and multiple ionized nitrogen and oxygen 
atoms. The number of transitions included is complete in the sense that all allowed 
transitions under L-S coupling are considered. The theoretical methods underlying 
these calculations are described in Ref. 2. The resulting compilation of f-number 
data contains much more data than is required for transport calculations. For example, 
in excess of 2,000 total transitions a re  listed €or nitrogen species. To avoid presenting 
an excessive amount of data, most of which would not be useful in transpoi-i ezkiilzitkcs, 
the transitions have been screened to include only those which a re  significant based 
on the rules listed below. First, only neutral and singly ionized atoms are considered 
since, for temperatures less than 2 eV and at densities where local thermodynamic 
21 
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equilibrium is likely to be valid, the number densities of doubly or higher ionized 
atoms is very small. Second, those transitions for which the lower state principal 
quantum n is greater than or equal to 4 are  not listed. These transitions (n 1 4) 
can be adequately handled by the integral treatment proposed by Biberman and his 
colleagues (Refs. 16 and 17). Finally, our experience resulting from a detailed 
investigation of line transport in a nitrogen plasma has shown that for a given tran- 
sition to be significant, the product of the number density of the lower state: the 
f-number, and line width must be comparable to a similar product of neighboring 
lines . 
The existing f-number calculations of Armstrong et al. (Ref. 2) did not include carbon 
atoms. The available &ita on transitions in OIII and O N  were used to determine the 
allowed transitions in CI and CII and corresponding relative multiplet strengths. The 
dipole integrals required to complete the carbon f-number calculation [see Eq. (4.3) 
in Ref. 21 were obtained using an existing computer code to calculate Hartree-Fock 
wave functions .** Calculations were performed for those transitions which our 
experience with nitrogen indicated would be significant in transport problems. 
The selected transitions for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms are  tabulated in 
Section 4. Included in the f-number tabulations a re  data from the recent NBS compi- 
lation of transition probabilities Qief. 18). The NBS values are  a result of a critical 
data review program and represent the most reliable data from both experimental and 
theoretical sources. The NBS f-numbers which a re  taken from experimental sources 
a re  clearly to be preferred over our data. A considerable number of important tran- 
sitions a re  not included in the NBS compilation, but the data that a re  available provide 
a means of evaluating the accuracy of our theoretical calculations. 
*A convenient tabulation of relative population numbers of the atomic states of nitrogen 
and oxygen atoms is available in Ref. 11. 
**The authors are indebted to Dr.  Paul Kelly, 
for his generous assistance in making available the computation codes required to 
calculate dipole integrals for the carbon transitions. 
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, 
For emission-dominated transport problems, a knowledge of f,, for all significant 
transitions is adequate. For the more general case when absorption is important, it 
is necessary to know the details of the frequencydependent absorption cross section 
for each transition, i. e. , the line absorption shape. It is convenient to represent the 
bound-bound cross section u as (Ref. 2) nn ' 
where b (v) represents the shape of the line, normalized according to nn, 
0 
(3 .2 )  
(3 .3)  
For many plasma conditions of interest, the dominant line broadening mechanism is 
Stark broadening under the electron impact approximation (Refs. 1 and 2) .  For impact 
broadening the lines acquire a Lorentz shape (Ref. 2),  
where u 
state n to n', d is the shift in the line center, and y is the (half) half-width 
of the line. 
is the frequency corresponding to the unperturbed transition from 
0, nn' 
nn' nn' 
In the line broadening theory outlined in Ref. 2,  the following expression is derived for 
the electron impact half-width? 
*Note that in Ref. 2 it is pointed out that only the broadening of the upper state n' is 
considered in the half-width determination. Hence, all transitions to a given upper 
state wil l  have the same half-width. 
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2 where the sum is over all states accessible to electrons with energy mv / 2 .  In 
Ref. 2,  two basic approximations were made to simplify Eq. (3.5). First, it is 
assumed that, for essentially all electrons in the Maxwellian distribution f(v) , all 
allowed transitions to states m are  accessible. This approximation overestimates 
the width. The second approximation sets the Gaunt factor g(n' , m) to unity, which 
underestimates the width. Hence, these two approximations taken together tend to 
compensate the error  in each. With these approximations the summation in Eq. (3.5) 
can be removed from the integral and replaced by the sum rule, 
Then the following closed-form solution for the temperature-dependent half-width is 
obtained, 
Half-widths calculated from Eq. (3.7) when compared with Griem's more detailed 
solutions (Ref. 1) showed that the above approximations a re  not applicable in the 
temperature range of interest. A s  a result, half-widths were calculated using the 
general theory of electron impact broadening a s  set forth in Ref. 11" The dipole 
integrals required for a detailed half-width determination were available from the 
f-number calculations. In most cases, it was found that only the nearest (in energy 
separation) four or  five states had to be included in the summation over available 
states [see Eq. (3.5)]. It should be emphasized that underlying the electron- 
-impact theory is the requirement that the energy states be isolated. That is, the 
*The investigation and subsequent reevaluation of electron impact half -widths was 
. performed by Dr .  R. Johnston, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory. 
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energy separation between adjacent states must be larger than the broadened width 
of a given state. Since the broadening increases with increasing electron density, 
at sufficiently high electron densities overlapping of states will occur, with the result 
that the calculated line widths a re  invalid and transitions to these states result in 
non-Lorentzian line shapes. A comparison of the calculated half-widths with the 
limited data of Ref. 1 shows agreement to within about 20 percent and a similar 
temperature dependence. 
Electron impact broadening theory (Ref. 1) predicts a shift d 
The line shifts were determined simultaneously with the half -width calculations. 
The sign convention employed to designate the direction of the line shift is the 
following: if  d 
[ see Eq. (3 .4)]  . 
in the line center. nn' 
is positive, then the line center is shifted to lower frequencies nn' 
Results of a series of calculations over a wide temperature range showed that the 
half-widths and line-shifts (normalized with respect to electron number density) a r e  
weakly dependent on temperature. Therefore, over the temperature range of interest 
it was necessary only to provide calculations at  relatively widely spaced intervals. 
These a re  chosen as  T = 2,500" , 5,000' , 10,000" , 15,000" , 20,000" , and 25,000"K. 
The half-width and line-shift data tabulated in Section 4 have been divided by the number 
density of electrons Ne [see Eq. (3 .5)]  in order to remove the density dependence. 
3 . 2  TABULATED DATA ON ATOMIC LINE TRANSITIONS 
Tables 4-7 through 4-12 present a tabulation of the f-numbers for bound-bound transitions 
in neutral and singly ionized atoms of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. Each table lists 
the following data: a number designating the transition; a code number identifying the 
lower state; a code number identifying the upper state; the energy differeiics (iii 
electron volts) between the two states ; the corresponding photon wavelength (in 
Angstrom units); a theoretically determined f-number using LMSC data; and an 
f-number taken from the NBS compilation. The transitions a re  listed in order of 
increasing energy difference. 
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Each transition is identified by the atomic configuration for the lower and upper states. 
The atomic configuration is specified by an eight-digit code number (Ref. 2) (i j  , kk' 
nt , SL). The i j  digits designate the atom and charge state, as  follows: 
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i = 0 oxygen 
i = 1 nitrogen 
i = 2 carbon 
j = 1 neutral 
j = 2 singly ionized 
The next two digits, kk' , designate the core configuration according to the list provided 
in Table 3- 1 (reproduced from Ref. 2). The n digit is the principal quantum number 
of the outermost populated shell. The P digit is the orbital quantum number of the 
outermost populated shell. The S digit is the spin multiplicity, and the L digit is 
the total orbital angular momentum for Russell-Saunders L-S coupling. When n' 2 4 ,  
transitions a re  summed over all L-S terms and designated S = 0 , L = 0 . Hence, 
for n' L 4 the transition listed is no longer a single multiplet but rather a sum of 
multiplets. 
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A s  an example of the above identification code, the resonance transition in NI has 
the following interpretation: 
Lower Term Upper Term 
(Ref. 3) Code (Ref. 3) Code 
2P3 4S0 1101 2140 2p2$p)3ssP 1101 3041 
Tables 4-13 through 4-18 present a tabulation of the electron impact half-widths and 
line shifts for bound-bourd bansitions in neutral and singly ionized atoms of carbon, 
nitrogen, and oxygen. Each table lists the following data: a number designating the 
transition; a code number identifying the lower state; a code number identifying the 
upper state; the energy difference (in electron volts) between the two states; the 
corresponding photon wavelength (in Angstrom units); a series of pairs of half-widths 
and line-shifts (both in electron volts) a t  specified temperatures. 
Table 3-1 
ATOMIC CORE CONFIGURATIONS 
L) kk' = 01  2 2 3 4  2 s  + 1 0 -I 1s 2 s  2p  ( S ) d (  
(2D) 02 
(2p) 03 
2 s  2P ( P) 04 




08 5 2  2P ( P) 










( ID)  11 
(IS) 12 








2 4  
2 s  2P ( P) 
3 4  
2P ( S) 
O-N,N-lII ,  C-111s 2 2  2 s  (1s)nn(2S + L) kk' = 01 
2 s  2p (3P) 0 2  
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In the following sets of tables, the detailed spectral absorption coefficients for  neutral 
and singly ionized carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms are presented. Tables 4-1 
through 4-6 give the total effective continuum cross sections for the various atomic 
species according to the format described in subsection 2.2 .  Tables 4-7 through 4-12 
give the line transitions and f-numbers for the various atomic species according to the 
format described in subsection 3 . 2 .  Tables 4-13 through 4-18 give the line transitions 
and electron impact half-widths and line center shifts according to  the format described 
in subsection 3 . 2 .  The numerical data are presented in floating point notation with an 
exponent of the base 10 by which the number is multiplied. 
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U O  
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* b -  
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1 3 0 0 0  
U O  
2 a 0  
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o o o o o = o o o o . o o o o o o ~ o o ~ o * o o o o o o o o o  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O Q O O o o o o o o o o o o o o  
. 0 0 0 0 . . 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ . 0 0 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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ATOMIC LINE TRANSITIONS FOR NEUTRAL CARBON, CI - 
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2202 2122 9.288 
2202 2120 11.960 
2202 2121 13.715 
2201 3020 14.445 
2202 3041 15.336 
2201 3222 18.041 
i2202 3242 19.033 
2202 3241 19.317 







Energy Photon Absorption 
Difference Waveolength f -Number 
























.5 .  62-2 
1. 23-1 
2 .798  
4 .8s '  
1 . 6 s '  
1. 05-2 
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ATOMIC LINE TRANSITIONS FOR SINGLY IONIZED NITROGEN, NII - 
ABSORPTION f -NUMBERS 
Upper Energy 
State Difference 
(ID Code) (eV) 
1202 2132 11.4240 
1202 2131 13.5435 
1201 3011 14.4590 
1202 2112 15.9931 
1201 3011 16.6134 
1202 2111 16.6381 
1201 3031 18.4690 
1202 2111 18.792 
1202 2130 19,2355 
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f -Number 
3. f 2  
7. T3 
Table 4-12 










833 .2  4.00-1 
796 .5  1.16-I 
718 .4  2 . 3 2 8  
672 .8  6 .  6 d 2  




















2 .5 - l  
6 .  3-2 
1 . 5 - l  
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ATOMIC LINE TRANSITIONS FOR NEUTRAL NITROGEN, NI - 
ELECTRON IMPACT HALF-WIDTHS AND LINE SHII;TS 
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W K  T -  
on' (W Y ~ ,  (ev 
1 . 7 ~ ~ ~  i . r 7 P  
a. s i m  2. 74-20 
1. 4.  S6-22 
4. 7 i20  9. 
5.58-20 4.61-20 
4.72-'l 3.S1-20 
I .  1 0 P  9. 
6.84-" 6.83-" 
3. O j z 1  2.36-'l 
3.29-21 2.56-'l 
3. 5 f Z 1  2. 19-'l 
2.56-19 2 . 3 ~ 8 '  
1.51-= 1.95-* 
4. 19?l 3.54-'l 
1. 16-" 1. 3 i Z 0  
2.96"  2. 14-" 
3. 3Cz1 2.61-'l 
2. is-" 1 . 9 ~ - ' ~  
4 .  0 2 - l ~  3 .  8 0 - l ~  
3.49-21 2.74-21 
3.3883 3.35-23 
I .  10-'~ 9. 2 i Z 0  
5 ,  84-20 6.83-20 
2. isd9 1. sf" 
4 . 0 2 ' ~  3. 8 0 - l ~  
5 .  12-20 3.79-20 
8.96-20 z . 0 1 - l ~  
4.79-21 3. 
4.76-" 3. 808' 
5. 58-20 4. 51-" 
2.56-19 2.39-" 
2.11* 3.0620 
3.49-'l 2. 1fz1 
3 . 4 i Z 1  2.19-21 
3.49-21 2.  1 9 8 l  
4 .  13-'l 3.51-'l 
1 .  52? 2. ll-" 
l.11-20 1. 52-" 
2 . d 0  3.06-2a 
8.95-20 Z.Ol-" 




W K  T = l t  




1 .12 - '~  I .ZS-'~ 
5.4840 8. 474O 
l.00-21 7.08-22 
5. 5 f Z 0  5. 71-" 
5. 89@ 5.06-" 
3.64-'l 3.28-" 










4.11-" 3. T C z 1  
3.3'7-= 3.71-= 
5.20-20 5.94-20 
5. 5 i z o  5. 1 i 2 0  










4.11-'l 3 .  
4. l iZ1 9.74-" 
5. 89-21 5. 0Cz1 
5. 2 h Z 2  3.63-21 
1.55-20 l.09-20 
1 .  2. 89-20 




20.000'K I T = 2  
(ev) Y, (ev) dm, (eV) yM, (eV 
1.9120 2.07-20 l.88-" 2.16'20 
2.24-" 2.99-20 2.06-20 2.96-20 
l.06-21 1.16-22 l.08-21 8.28-" 
4.  91-" 5.70-20 4.62?' 5. t5.17-" 5.96" 4.84-20 6.0kZ0 
4 . 7 6 "  8. 7 f Z 0  4.268'  8.  83-" 
3 . 6 f Z 1  3.54-'l 3.54-'l 3.7Cz1 
3. 3 .  Tl-'l 3 .  d1 3. SS-'l 
3.93-'l 3.@l 3.79-21 4 . l i Z 1  
1.94-" 2.76-l' 1.79-l' 2.85-19 
1.84-'~ ~ . 7 9 - ' ~  1.45-'~ ~ . 7 8 ' ~  
2.69-l' 4.66-19 2.40-19 4.61-l' 
2.11-23 1.88-" 2.0d2' 1.95-" 
5.02-21 5 . 4 f Z 1  5.87-'l 5.11-'l 
1.9T-20 2.0T-20 1.888' 2.15-20 
2.24-" 2.99-" 2.06-20 2.95-% 
3.93-'l 3.85-21 3.82-'l 4.05-" 
4.Oiz1 4 .0oZ1  3 . 9 f Z 1  4.19-'l 
3 . 1 i Z 3  3.79-* 2.92-* 3.11-" 
4 .9 i20  5.70-" 4.52-20 5.93-% 
5 . l i Z 0  5.95-20 4.85-20 6.08-20 
1.04-'9 1.35-'9 S.65-20 1.40-19 
4.76'20 8.T2-20 4.26-" 8.83-z0 
1 .96"  2.78" 1. 1SS1' 2. 85-lY 
1.64-l' 2.79-19 1.45-l' 2.18-19 
2.69-" 4.66-l' 2.40-" 4 .66"  
1.61-" 2.79-20 1.44-" 2.71-20 
6.93-20 5 .  SO-" 6.21-" 6.10-20 
3 .96"  1.132-l~ -8.42-21 2.S0-l8 
6.02-21 5 .4 fZ1  5.81-21 5.71-21 
4.04-'l 4.00-21 3 .S fz1  4.19-'l 
4.04-'l 4.00-21 3.92-21 4.19-21 
4.04-'l 4.00-21 3 . 9 f Z 1  4.19-'l 
5.88-21 5.48-'l 5 .  T i z 1  5.77-21 
1.31-22 3.99-21 -2.19'22 4.36-21 
l.65?' 1.19-20 l.59'20 1.27-20 
1.61-" 2.79-20 l.44-" 2.71-" 
5.43-20 5.80-20 6.2'7-20 6.10-20 
3.Sdz2 l.82-18 -8.4fZ1 2.30-'8 
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